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Abstract

The theory of pseudo-differential operators is one of the most important tools

in modern mathematics. It has found important applications in many mathe

matical developments. It was used in a crucial way in the proof of the Atiyah

Singer Index theorem in [AtSi] and in the regularity of elliptic differential equa

tions. In the theory of several complex variables, pseudo-differential operators

are indispensable in studying the a-Neumann problem. The theory of subel

liptic and hypoelliptic differential operators achieved its current satisfactory

state largely because of pseudo-differential operators. In the solution to the

local solvability problem for differential equations by Beals-Fefferman [BeFe]'

pseudo-differential operators played the key role. Many boundary value prob

lems for differential equations can be reduced to pseudo-differential equations,

see for example, Hormander [Hor2]. Roughly speaking, almost everything in

volving pseudodifferential operators can be reduced to two parts: the mapping

properties and the compositions of the associated special pseudo-differential

operators.

In this thesis, we consider the mapping properties and symbolic calculus

of an important class of pseudo-differential operators, the symbolic class of

Hormander type with rough coefficients. We will prove some new results for

these operators. These operators arise naturally from problems in nonlinear
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partial differential equations. After the introduction of the classical symbol

class Sro in [KohNi], Hormander considered symbolic class S;:5 in [Hor1].

Eventually, such classes of pseudodifferential operators played a key role in

the local solvability problem for differential operators (see Beals-Fefferman

[BeFeJ). It is observed by Guan-Sawyer in [GuSa!] that the oblique derivative

problem can be reduced to the problem of pseudodifferential equations on the

boundary with a parametrix in the class sm!l' That discovery led them to
'2

establish complete optimal regularity for the oblique derivative problem with

smooth data. Later, they used the class CVS~o to study some nonlinear oblique

derivative problems in [GuSa2]. While observing that the symbols arising here

lie in the symbol class C>'S~ 1., P. Guan and E. Sawyer [GuSal] discovered that
'2

such symbols actually behave much better than C>'S~,t.

Indeed,

8rT(X,~) = - {.ft~(8ra)(x, (J)Q(x, (J, ~)d(J + .ft~ a(x, O)(8rQ)(x, (J, ~)d(J} e- J:~ a{r.6)Q{r.6,e)d6

1

where TI E C'\SI2 l' and T2 E CA-lSOl J.' Thus T decomposes into two pieces, one
'2 '2

term having order worse by ~ but no loss in smoothness, another term having

1 degree less smoothness but no loss of order. Moreover this property persists

for each of the symbols Tl and T2, etc., resulting in such symbols enjoying the

mapping properties of the better behaved class CAS?,o.

There have been many developments regarding the mapping properties

and compositions of symbols in the class S;:o' Specifically, the works of C.

Fefferman, C. Fefferman and E. Stein, A. Calderon and R. Vaillancourt, R.

Coifman-Y. Meyer, A. Miyachi, we refer to [St2] for the complete references.

Our results in this paper can be viewed as a further step in this direction.

In this thesis mapping properties of pseudo-differential operator are studied
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in various symbol classes.

In the first" result (Theorem 2.3.1) we consider the symbol class Ckl
•
k2 S;;:J,m2

and obtain L2 results extending those of [CoMe].

For the symbols in the class CVS;::s, mapping properties are obtained for

H; sobolev spaces (Theorem 2.3.2) and finally we consider pseudo-differential

operators of symbol class C~S;:s, and prove that they have better mapping

properties (Theorem 2.3.3).
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Notations and Definitions

We introduce here some necessary standard notations.

• Rn is an n-dimensional Euclidean space of points with coordinates x =
(Xl, ... , X n ) •

• Xo = (xd01 ...(xn)On, ifQ - (al, ... ,on),aj E Z+; Z+ IS the set of

non-negative integers.

• Let dx = dXl ...dxn is the Lebesgue measure on Rn.

• Let eis the dual of x; it consists of points ewith coordinates (c;b ... , en)'

Similar, we let

• eo = (ed01 ... (en)On , if a = (al, ... ,an),aj E Z+;Z+ is the set of non

negative integers.

• If Q = (ob ... , on) , OJ E Z+. We denote 101 = 01 +... +an; Q! = oIL..o n!;

f)0 - 8°1 BOnr - :1:'1 ••• .rn·
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•. For k E R, [k] denote the integer part of k.

• Fourier transform I(e) = (2~)n Je-iY·eI (y) dy

• Inverse Fourier transform j{y) = f eiy·el(e) dy

• u{x, D)/(x) = fan eir·eu{x,eL!fe)de

• We let U(Rn) = {!: II/lip = (fa.I/(x)IP dX)~ < oo}, 1 < P < 00, be

the standard LP space.

• We let H"(Rn) = {/: II/II" = (Jan 1(1+ 1~12) t J(~)12 d~) ~ < oo} be

the standard Sobolev space H8.

• Sobolev space H;(Rn), where s is a positive integer. f E H;(Rn), if

I E LP(Rn) and the partial derivatives 8<;1, taken in the sense of distri

butions, belong to LP(Rn), whenever 0 ::; 10/ < s. The norm in H;(Rn)

is given by

11/11; = E 118;fIl L P.

IQI$s

• Sobolev space H;(RT1.), where s E R. A distribution f E H;(Rn), if
• II

(1 - ~)2 I E LP(Rn) and here (1 - ~)2 is the one-parameter family of
,

pseudo-differential operators with symbols a (x, e) = (1 + lel 2
) 2" • The

norm in H;(Rn) is given by

• We let HP(Rn), 0 < p ::; 00, denote the Hardy space. HP(Rn) ={f : I is

an distribution, there is a ~ E S with f~dx =F 0 so that Mttl E LP(Rn)}

where N/tt is the ~-Maximalfunction.
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• Bl\-fO(Rn) denote the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation.

A locally integralble function I will be said to belong to BMO if the

inequality

1~lllf(x) - fsl dx < A

hold for all balls B; here IB = IBI-1 fBIdx denotes the mean value of I
over the ball B. II/UBA-fO =smallest A.

• Local Hardy space hP(Rn) (see [St2] P.134-136).

• Maximal function

MI(x) = sup ~ f I/(x - y)1 dy.
r>O r J'ylS:r

• £2 1\1aximal function M 2

• Sharp function

where

fQ = I~I kf(Y)dY

• If Q is cube in Rn, then IQI =volume.

• If Q is cube in an, then 1(Q) = edge length.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of pseudo-differential operators is a major part of mathematical

analysis with important applications in applied mathematics and physics. Al

though the study of pseudo-differential operators goes back to the last century

its modern foundation is perhaps due to the fundamental work in 1965 of Kohn

Nirenberg [KohNi] (see also Seeley [Se] and Unterberger-Bokobza [UnBo]). It

was used in a crucial way in the proof of the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem

in [AtSi] and in the regularity of elliptic differential equations. In the theory

of several complex variables, pseudo-differential operators are indispensable in

studying the a-Neumann problem. The theory of subelliptic and hypoelliptic

differential operators achieved its current satisfactory state largely because of

pseudo-differential operators. In the solution to the local solvability problem

for differential equations by Beals-Fefferman[BeFeJ , pseudo-differential oper

ators played the key role. Many boundary value problems for differential

equations can be reduced to pseudo-differential equations, see for example,

Hormander [Hor2]. Roughly speaking, almost everything involving pseudo

differential operators can be reduced to two parts: the mapping properties
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and the compositions of the associated special pseudo-differential operators.

In this paper, we consider the mapping properties and symbolic calculus

of an important class of pseudo-differential operators, the symbolic class of

Hormander type with rough coefficients. We will prove some new results for

these operators. These operators arise naturally from problems in nonlinear

partial differential equations. After the introduction of the classical symbol

class Sra in [KohNi], Hormander considered the symbol class S-:6 in [Hor!].

Eventually, such classes of pseudo-differential operators played a key role in

the local solvability problem for differential operators (see Beals-Fefferman

[BeFe]). In an important result on the oblique derivative problem by [GuSa!],

it is shown that the solution of the problem can be reduced to a problem of

pseudo-differential operators on the boundary.

There have been many developments regarding the mapping properties and

compositions of symbols in the class S-:6. Specifically, C. Fefferman, C. Fef

ferman and E. Stein, A. Calderon and R. Vaillancourt, R. Coifman-Y. Meyer

and A. Miyachi have made fundamental contributions to the subject, we refer

to [St2J for the complete references. The results in this paper can be viewed

as a further step in this direction.

We now briefly demonstrate through some examples here how we arrive at

pseudo-differential operators. Let's start with a constant coefficient differential

equation P (D) u (x) = f (x). If one takes the Fourier transform on both sides,

one obtains

and if P (e) =F 0 , we can divide both sides by pee) and then take the inverse

Fourier transform to get

(1.0.1 )
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